
FUMC ESL 9-12-2022 High Intermediate and Advanced Lesson


Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Tell something you must do 
before you go to bed tonight.


Choose the BEST vocabulary word. Then explain what the sentence means. 

1.Have you heard that Mrs. Andrews ________ from the board of directors

resigned	 	 departed	 	 goes


2.You have to ________ smoking because it's not good for you.

abandon	 resign	 	 quit


3. The teacher asked the noisy students to __________ talking.

leave	 	 give up		 quit


4. My best friend _________ me in my time of need.

departed	 quitted		 abandoned


5. Why did Jay ________ his wife?

depart	 	 leave	 	 exit


6. This car is running very rough. Can you please ________ it?

adapt	 	 adjust 		 fit


7. I like to study independently, so this  plan really _________ me well.

suits	 	 adapts		 harmonizes


8. I like those red shoes a lot. I wish they ________ me

matched	 fit	 	 accommodated


9. Don't expect everyone to change to suit your ways. You must _______ to their system.

adapt	 	 match	 	 adjustment


10. We watched the drunk __________ along the sidewalk.

pace	 	 stride	 	 stagger


11. They were lost in the woods. It got dark in the forest, and they must have ___________ from 
the path.

walked		 moved		 strayed


12. It's not easy to ________ the outcome of the election.

predict		 	 conclude	 	 expect


13. I know I said I would go, but I have _________ my mind.

modified	 	 adjusted	 	 changed


14. Many drivers ___________ for Japanese cars because they are so reliable.

pick	 	 decide		 opt


15. We make every effort to ____________ water during the drought.

protect		 	 conserve	 	 shelter




MODALS:  Modals are auxiliary verbs that express a speaker's attitude. These words are all 
modals:  can, could, may, might, must, ought to, should, will, would.


They are followed by a present tense verb.


EX: I can do it.		 I should do it.	 	 I might do it.	 	 I must do it.      I will do it.


The modals change the meaning of the sentence. Explain the difference in meaning in the 
sentences above.


You don't use  past tense, future tense  or past participle  verbs with a modal.


These sentences are wrong:  She can does it.      He might will have  the answer.  

She must spoken to him.


Correct: She can do it.    He might have the answer.  She must speak to him. 


However, you can use modals before present perfect tense.


Examples:

She can't have done it.

He might have found the answer.

She must have spoken to him.

They should have gone to class.

We ought to have locked the door.

The building would have burned if it had a wooden roof.


Don't use an infinitive in a modal:   She can to go with him.  We might to walk with Mother.

They must to answer the door. 


Correct: She can go with him. We might walk with Mother. They must help the lady.


You can use modals with present continuous tense with BE: EX: I should be going. I might be 
moving to Alaska.  She must be watching her weight.  


We use MAY to make polite requests.  EX: May I borrow a pen?  May I ask you a question?  
May I sit here?


We don't use "may" followed by "you". We don't say "may you", we say "could you". EX: 
Could you pass the salt?  Could you lend me a pen?  Could you help me?


We also use "would you" in polite requests. EX: Would you hold the door open?  Would you 
mind if I sat here?  Would you mind if I left early today?


It is OK to say, "Can you help me."  "Could you help me." or "Would you help me."  They all 
mean the same thing. The same is true with "will you help" and "would you help" or "could you 
help".


"Shall" is a modal, but it is very seldom used in American English. We frequently replace it with 
"should". EX:  NOT: Shall I open the window.   INSTEAD:  Should I open the window.   




How would you answer these questions if someone asked you? 

1-Would you mind if I smoked in your car?

2-Could I ask you a personal question?

3-Would you take me to the airport next week for my 6 AM flight?

4-Could you loan me $500.00?

5-Would you mind if I borrowed your car for the weekend?


Make a sentence to describe: 

• Things you should do, but probably never will. 

• Things you are going to do in the next year.

• Something you should have done before you moved to the U.S., but didn't.

• Something you would do if you had more money.

• Something everyone should try once.


Choose "must be" or "could be" to fit in the blank. 

Is John a good student?  

	 He _________________ if he tried harder.

	 He _________________ because he got accepted to Harvard.


Do you think the grocery store is still open?

	 It _______________ but I'm not sure what their hours are.

	 It _______________ because lots of people shop at night.


I heard it will rain tomorrow. Do you think the forecast is accurate?

	 It _______________ because the radar showed clouds building north of us.

	 It _______________ because the weatherman never gets a forecast wrong.


Is that Adam's brother standing with him?

	 It ______________ because he looks just like Adam.

	 It ______________ because Adam said his brother was arriving today.


Is Mr. Chu sick?

	 He ______________ because nothing else would stop him from being at this meeting.

	 He ______________ because his wife had Covid last week.


Is that my car alarm going off?

	 It _________________ because no one else is parked in our driveway.

	 It _________________, but it might be Bill's car. His alarm goes off a lot.



